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Research reports on share buybacks (and popular hit jobs in the press) tend to focus on

the large-cap segment of the market, but the small caps story is just as important. 

 

Over the last decade, shareholder yield as a valuation indicator has outperformed the

traditional value sorts of the market (like the price-to-book ratio), which have had

very poor returns. 

 

For the S&P 500, adding buybacks to dividend yield alone added almost 200 basis points

(bps) of performance per year to the highest-yielding quintiles of stocks. 

 

Is the excess return from buybacks only a large-cap phenomenon? We applied the same

value factor attribution we used for the S&P 500 to two small cap indexes, the S&P 600

and Russell 2000.  

 

Figure 1: Attribution of S&P 600 returns by valuation factor: 10 years ending 31Figure 1: Attribution of S&P 600 returns by valuation factor: 10 years ending 31

December 2018December 2018

Source: WisdomTree for the period 31 December 2008 to 31 December 2018. You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

For the S&P 600 Index, the top shareholder-yield quintile generated the strongest

absolute level of return over the last decade (17.3%). This quintile had the #1 ranking

return out of a total of 24 different splices of the S&P 600 based on price-to-earnings

(P/E), P/B and dividend yield.
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Shareholder yield also delivered the strongest relative level of annual return in

the last 10 years when compared with other measures of value. The least expensive

shareholder yield quintile generated the largest excess return versus the most

expensive quintile (+460 bps/year) and the benchmark (+373 bps/year). 

If we compare returns for the top quintiles of shareholder and dividend yield, we

find that adding buybacks to dividend yield alone as a value factor increased

returns by over 500 bps/year over the trailing 10 years (from 11.77% to 17.34%) 

This was also a strong decade for stocks that don’t pay dividends; they

outperformed the highest quintile of dividend-yielding stocks by over 300

bps/year.  

P/E was also a good valuation factor for the S&P 600 on a relative and absolute

basis. The annual return for the lowest P/E ratio quintile (16.1%) outpaced both the

highest P/E ratio quintile and the benchmark by ~250 bps/year for the last 10

years. 

P/B was a broken value indicator—the most expensive P/B quintile outperformed the

least expensive quintile and the benchmark by 481 bps/year and 296 bps/year,

respectively, in the last 10 years.  

The starting universe of stocks really matters for small caps. Applying the same factor

attribution to the Russell 2000, we find that overall index returns drop ~160 bps from

13.6% per year for the S&P 600 to 12.0% for the Russell 2000. This is a fairly dramatic

drop for two market cap-weighted beta benchmarks for small caps. 

 

Clearly, not all benchmarks are the same. 

 

The biggest difference between Russell and S&P is driven by the S&P family of indexes

including a profitability factor: firms have to be profitable to enter S&P indexes,

while the Russell 2000 typically has 20% of its weight in speculative, unprofitable

companies. This quality bias has served the S&P 600 well. 

 

The S&P 600 profitability screen also magnified the gains for the top quintile of stocks

by valuation factors. 

 

Figure 2: Attributions of Russell 2000 returns by valuation factor: 10 yearsFigure 2: Attributions of Russell 2000 returns by valuation factor: 10 years

ending 31 December 2018ending 31 December 2018

Source: WisdomTree for the period 31 December 2008 to 31 December 2018. You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.
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For the Russell 2000, the top shareholder yield quintile generated the strongest

absolute (14.7%) and relative levels of annual return over the last decade. This is

no different from what we saw in the S&P 600. Consistent with the outperformance of

the S&P 600 versus the Russell 2000, the top quintile of shareholder yield in the

Russell 2000 lagged that of the S&P 600 by ~260 bps/year.

Among Russell 2000 companies, buybacks added over 200 bps/year compared with

dividend yield alone as a valuation factor for the highest quintiles of stocks.

The P/E ratio was also a very good valuation indicator for the Russell 2000. The

annual return for the lowest P/E ratio quintile (14.0%) outpaced both the highest

P/E ratio quintile and the benchmark by ~200 bps/year. 

P/B was less of a broken value indicator for the Russell 2000 than for the S&P 600

in the trailing 10 years. The most expensive quintile of P/B ratio stocks in the

Russell 2000 outperformed the least expensive quintile and the benchmark by 50 bps

and 133 bps, respectively. 

The highest dividend-yielding stocks in the Russell 2000 outperformed the lowest

yielders by 374 bps/year. But they lagged the zero-dividend payers by ~115 bps

annually over the last 10 years. Outperformance by non-dividend payers aptly

explains the strong returns experienced by growth-oriented companies in the last

decade.

Source for all data: WisdomTree for the period 31 December 2008 to 31 December 2018

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Will 2019 be the year of small caps in Europe

+ It's a small (cap) world after all

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree US SmallCap Dividend UCITS ETF (DESE)

View the online version of this article here.
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regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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